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Exporting from PON CAD

PON CAD allows to export to NextFEM Struct the structural drawings of a scaffold.

Inside PON CAD, be sure to set the installation folder inside the PON CAD options 
(typically C:\Program files\NextFEM\NextFEM Designer 64bit\).
“Not Structural” must be unchecked.

Commands to export to Struct are:

1. tab Struct, command WFD

2. tab Struct, command STRUCT
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Importing in NextFEM Struct

Select load combination sets the model for the service or out-of-
service load condition. By selecting:

for service condition the program applies the load as prescribed 
in EN 12811-1:2004, 6.2.9.2 (a), with a working wind load equal 
to 0.2kN/m2 and for the height showed in Toeboard height for 
wind load [m];

for out-of-service condition the program applies the load as 
prescribed in EN 12811-1:2004, 6.2.9.2 (b), with the wind load 
as defined by Eurocode 1 for the height showed in Toeboard 
height for wind load [m]. The reduction factor for this condition 
can be set through the value in Fraction of variable loading.

Note: 1 model= 1 loading condition
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Importing in NextFEM Struct

Define wind load as per 
Eurocode 1: to define the 
wind load to be applied to 
the structure as per 
Eurocode 1 (only for 
European territory).

Define snow load as per 
Eurocode 1: to define the 
snow load as per 
Eurocode 1 (only for 
European territory).

Requested data are:
Wind vel. Vb [m/s]: the reference wind velocity on the building site.
Terrain category: the type of the terrain according to Eurocode 1-1-4.
Orography factor Co: the Orography factor according to Eurocode 1-1-4.
Pressure coeff. Cp: the drag coefficient used, see note below.

WARNING: The pressure (drag) coefficient Cp must be left equal to 1.3 (default) to 
satisfy the code EN 12811-1:2004, 6.2.7 (Wind loads). The local effect coefficient cs

is taken always as 1.0 by the program.

The requested data are:

- Snow load sk [kN/m^2]:  the reference snow loads on the ground for the 

selected site;

- Exposure coeff. Ce: the exposure coefficient as per Eurocode 1-1-3.

- Thermal coeff. Ct: the thermal coefficient as per Eurocode 1-1-3.

Pitch angle of roof [°]: angle, in degrees, for the pitch of the roof (for normal 
scaffolds is usually 0°).
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Importing in NextFEM Struct

[Options for transoms] Load other edges:
the program usually applies vertical loads along 2nd and 4th

edges of 3DFACE representing the floors. Activating this option
will force the beams under the 1st and 3rd edges to be loaded.

[Options for transoms] Partial end release:
it allows to force a partial end release to all transoms for
moments around local y and z axes. The showed factor
represents the percentage of the moment to be transmitted
between standard and transom. The end releases are applied
to both ledgers and transoms supporting each loading deck.
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Importing in NextFEM Struct

Permanent loading: 
reports the dead load to be applied to the decks, identified by 
3DFACE elements in the XY plane inside the DXF file. The 
default values is typical of a thin-walled steel deck.

Variable loading: 
reports the variable load to be applied to the decks, identified 
by 3DFACE elements in the XY plane inside the DXF file. Its 
default values is set to 3.0kN/m2, as in EN 12811-1:2004, Table 
3, for loading class 4.
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Importing in NextFEM Struct

Equivalent load for imperfections:
as requested by EN 12811-1:2004, 10.2.2 (Imperfections),
geometric imperfections are applied to the structure if this
checkbox is active. They are expressed as the desired
percentage of dead and variable loadings. The default values is
set to 0.015, equal to the 1.5% of the load for each element.
Such imperfections are applied to both X and Y directions, each
one with the defined value..

In the Materials box, with the Force material for all elements to
check it is possible to force the application of the chosen
material to all elements. By default, with this options
unchecked, the program assigns the material specified in the
.SEZ file.
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Importing in NextFEM Struct

All decks can be loaded with the options Load all levels with 
100%. Otherwise, as per EN 12811-1:2004, 6.2.9, it is possible 
to load only one deck with 100% of the load, and the upper or 
the lower one with the 50%. 

The option Load selected levels allows to choose the floors to 
which apply the loads (Z level in m).  As further options, only 
one floor can be loaded at 100 or 50% or a custom load factor 
can be specified for each floor.  Then press OK to continue.

The option Remove wind load from internal transoms allows to 
avoid loading the internal transoms by the wind load, 
maintaining only the parietal ones. See the chapter describing 
the wind load in the following.
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Importing in NextFEM Struct

Since v.1.7, Scaffold design assistant is available to guide the scaffold design process.

Firstly, press on 1. Validate model
By clicking on table rows, the program automatically shows the loading applied to the 
structure.

Always check the load values, especially in case perm (permanent = decks weight) and 
var (variable loading).
Example: 1.8m (influence length of 1 transom) x 3kN/mq (var.) = 5.4 kN/m

Keyboard useful commands:

F11 shows loading values

F9 display in decimal format
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Importing in NextFEM Struct

Button 2. Analyze performs the finite element 
analysis.
Labilities, if present, can be highlighted.
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Importing in NextFEM Struct

Button 3. Check executes the code checking of beams and joints, for the first resisting load 
combination (ULS1).
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Importing in NextFEM Struct
The table in «Verification» reports the Demand/Capacity ratios (or force/strength). By clicking on evidenced errors (>1), the 
Verification table is sorted by the worst element. Select it to highlight the element in viewport.
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Importing in NextFEM Struct
Once all combinations are checked, the mask «Smart checking» is shown, reporting the elements with highest 
check ratios and in which combinations it happens.
Note Checking starting with «_» represents only nominal values or values for comparisons (ie. _SigmaID).
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Importing in NextFEM Struct
Command 4. Get report produces the calculation report, including all the results listed and 
active in «Print model report» window.

Select DocX format to obtain a report that can be edited in Word®.

Note
If you wish to use your own report template,
use «Custom report compiler» accessible by
Plugin menu.
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FAQ

• To restart the import of a scaffold, use command «Assign / Loads / PON CAD Struct loads…»

• Activating the Partial end release option in the import mask could ease the flexural verifications of transoms. Activate 
it only accordingly to your scaffolding usage instructions.

• The Get help & support box in Scaffold design assistant includes link to tutorial, manuals and for assistance purposes.


